Whinny Warmer®
Sock Anatomy

This is a Front Leg standard sock. It has expansions at the knee and fetlock. Taking the motion stress off the socks at these joints has proven to give many more hours of Stay-Put comfort and warmth to the leg.

The sock is made with a thick, warm yarn that is then lined on the inside with an anti-microbial yarn. You can see antimicrobial yarn if you look inside the sock. It is white.

The rear leg socks do not have the expansion at the knee as they are not meant to be worn over the hock. If the hock needs warmth, then purchase the Hock/Knee extensions in addition to the rear leg sock. The extension is knit more open to fit the massive joint of the hock.

This is the bottom cuff and it should be worn fitting the pastern. It fits snugly around the pastern once the sock is on the leg preventing the sock from easily slipping back down on the hoof.